
The ‘Hooks’ of the World Have To Go

As Kingdom citizens we have our King overseeing our spiritual growth and development. This includes
being the source of the truth we need, because HE IS the Truth. 

“You must put forth the effort to change your perspective.  You have to look beyond the thoughts and
opinions of others to gain spiritual insight.  Do not take what you see and hear as gospel.  Rather seek
to know My heart and to hear My voice.  I will not lead you astray.  I will rescue you from deceit and
establish you in truth.” 1

He will keep us in the truth, but religious and legalistic deception is always lurking at
‘our back door’ waiting to deceive us. We may be strong on shielding ourselves from
these, but we don’t realise that any hooks the world system has in us can be the source
of our deviation from the truth.

Not only conspiracy theories are able to sideline us from the truth and lead us astray, but anything that we
refuse or are unable to give up. This is why the world system has infiltrated the church and not the reverse
as it's supposed to be. We could see it clearly when we were in the church system and also while teaching
at various Christian schools.

Believe  me this  is  a  trap that  we easily  fall  into.  It’s  that  trap  of  'the  familiar'.  It’s  why henpecked
husband’s and abused wives can’t leave their controlling spouses. It partners with 'the tyranny of the
unknown' to lock people in to where they should or don’t need to be.

How you were brought up and how you’ve allowed yourself to be changed by society firms mindsets and
worldviews that are in opposition to the Kingdom. These have to go – all of them eventually, if you can
do it. These strangle the work of the Spirit because he doesn't override our autonomy as planet managers
(humans that were created to rule the physical world).
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